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200 Mandela Effects 

 

There is nothing more weird, more stimulating, or more thoroughly life-affecting than 

authentic Mandela Effects. 

Have some fun with your friends and family members while going through these various 

Mandela Effects. From your personal perspectives’, how many of these Mandela Effects 

represent rock-solid examples of supernatural retroactive reality shifts? 

 

Adams Family to Addams Family 

Original Timeline - Many people remember the mid-60’s sitcom ‘The Adams Family’, 

about the ‘kooky-creepy’ monster-like family. 

Current Timeline - It has always been ‘The Addams Family’, having two d’s.  

 

 

Alaska to Russia 

Original Timeline – The country of Russia was a far distance from the State of Alaska. 

Current Timeline – According to geographical sources, Russia is situated just 60 miles 

across the Bering Straight from the State of Alaska.  
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Alice in Wonderland - propellers on Twiddle-Dee and Twiddle-Dum 

Original Timeline - Many people distinctly remember ‘Twiddle-Dee’ and ‘Twiddle-

Dum’ from the original 1951 animated Disney film ‘Alice in Wonderland’ having propellers on 

the tops of their caps’. 

Current Timeline - ‘Twiddle-Dee’ and ‘Twiddle-Dum’ have small green flags on the 

tops of their caps’. 

 

 

Alot to A lot 

Original Timeline - The term ‘alot' was frequently used within the English Language.  

Current Timeline - Now whenever typing the term ‘alot' into any document using auto-

correct, it will correct this term into two separate words; ‘a’ and ‘lot’. 

 

American Flag - red stripe versus white stripe 

Original Timeline - On the 50 State American Flag, the individual States are represented 

by 50 white stars on a background field of blue. The stripe directly underneath this blue field of 

stars was always red. 

Current Timeline - On almost any American Flag, the stripe under the blue field of stars 

is now white. 

Residue - There is distinct history as it involves the red stripe directly under the blue 

field of stars, as this red stripe symbolized the blood of our fallen American soldiers who either 

died or became seriously wounded while defending this Flag. As such, this particular red stripe 

was called the ‘blood stripe’. 
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American Gothic 

Original Timeline - In the iconic painting titled ‘American Gothic’ created by Grant 

Wood in 1930, the serious looking elderly farming couple became quite famous for a number of 

decades. Many American families had prints of this famous painting on their kitchen walls.  

Current Timeline - The painting has always been a stylized depiction of an elderly male 

farmer standing with his daughter, not a wife of similar age.  

While looking at this painting in the modern day, one can easily recognize that the man is 

appreciably older than the woman standing next to him.  

Note: Wasn’t the woman in this famous painting near the same age as the man? 

 

 

APOLLO 13 with Flip-Flop 

Original Timeline - In the highly popular 1995 film ‘Apollo 13’, the actor Tom Hanks 

famously quotes the line, “Houston.., we have a problem.” 

This extremely famous line was parodied many times for over 20 years, to the point 

where it ultimately becomes a common cultural phrase.  

Current Timeline - Coming to some peoples’ attention around 2017, this famous line 

mysteriously changes to “Houston, we’ve had a problem.”, changing the context of the issue 

from a present-tense problem, to a past-tense problem.  

Note: A past-tense problem makes no sense whatsoever when considering the specific 

context during the film when Tom Hanks speaks this line of dialog. 

Inexplicably, a few months later the line changes back to the original dialog. 
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                                       Original quote                              Changed to 

 

           
And then changes back to 

 

 

Australia drifting north 

Original Timeline - Australia was known as the ‘The land down under’. It was 

intentionally called ‘The land down under’ due to it’s specific location in the deep far south, 

down near the bottom of the globe. 

Current Timeline - Australia appears to have drifted substantially north. There are now 

parts of South America which are further south than Australia. 

 

 

Baja California 

Original Timeline - Baja California was a large peninsula of land which split further 

west from the west-coast of California. 

Current Timeline - The Baja Peninsula seems to have grown substantially, maybe 50% 

larger than it was prior. 
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‘Bank’  

Original Timeline – Nobody remembers the terms ‘bank’ or ‘bankers’ ever being 

mentioned within the Holy Bible. 

Current Timeline -  In addition to substantial numbers of verses throughout many places 

of the Bible, the term ‘bank’ or ‘bankers’ is mentioned several times within Matthew 25:27 in 

various versions of the Holy Bible. 

 

Beavis and ‘Butthead’ to Beavis and ‘Butt-Head’ 

Original Timeline - Most people familiar with this creepy cartoon remember the wacky 

duo of ‘Beavis and Butthead’, with ‘Butthead’ having no hyphen between ‘Butt’ and ‘head’. 

Current Timeline - This animated duo have always been known as ‘Beavis and Butt-

Head’, using a hyphen. 
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‘Bejing’ China to ‘Beijing’ China 

Original Timeline - Though exotic sounding, the Capital city of China was always easy 

to spell; as it was simply ‘Be’ followed by ‘jing’- ‘Be-jing’ – ‘Bejing’.  

Current Timeline - The proper spelling of the Capital in China has always been 

‘Beijing’.  

Note: What’s particularly odd about this spelling is those three periods lining-up in the 

direct center of the name. This is extremely unique and very noticeable. 

 

 

Bel Biv DeVoe to Bell Biv DeVoe  

Original Timeline - ‘Bel Biv DeVoe’ was a musical group. 

Current Timeline - This group is now known as ‘Bell Biv DeVoe’, with two L’s  in 

Bell. 

 

 

Bill Haley and The Comets/HIS Comets  

Original Timeline - In 1954 ‘Bill Haley and The Comets’ released the song ‘Rock 

around the Clock’. This song became the number one selling single of all time, to include all 

types and styles of different music.    

Current Timeline - The hit 50’s band with the smash-hit song have always been ‘Bill 

Haley and HIS Comets’.   
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‘Black Tom Event’ - also known as the ‘Black Tom Explosion’  

Original Timeline - No history 

Current Timeline – ‘Black Tom Island’ was a tiny island situated within New York 

Harbor. During WWI it was being utilized as a munitions depot, used to store and distribute 

allied weaponry. 

On July 30
th

 of 1916, two German spies set-off an explosion on Black Tom Island. This 

initial explosion led to the ultimate detonation of some 2 million tons of wartime munition 

supplies. 

The amount of energy released during these explosions has been estimated to be roughly 

equivalent to that of an earthquake measuring 5.5 on the Richter Scale. 

Atmospheric shockwaves emanating from these explosions were felt by people as far 

away as Philadelphia, a distance of nearly 100 miles. Thousands of windows were smashed in 

lower Manhattan, with reports of windows being broken 25 miles away. 

One massive explosion in particular during this event was so incredibly powerful, that it’s 

been estimated to be the largest non-nuclear explosion in world history. 

Thankfully and unbelievably, there were only four confirmed human fatalities suffered 

during this wartime attack by the Germans. 

The estimated property damages resulting from this foreign attack came to $500 million 

when solving for inflation. 

A sizable hunk of shrapnel erupting from these explosions on Black Tom Island flew 

across New York Harbor and violently struck the torch on the Statue of Liberty; situated several 

hundred yards away on Liberty Island. 

The torch was damaged so severely, that it’s been completely closed to the general public 

since this event occurred in July of 1916. 

Residue – Despite the fact that the torch on the Statue of Liberty has been fully 

inaccessible to anyone from amongst the general public since 1916, many people have very 

distinct memories of visiting the Statue of Liberty, and climbing the cramped spiral staircase up-

inside the torch.  

After reaching the top of the torch, visitors had the best possible bird’s eye view of the 

entire surrounding area from the observation deck, situated roughly 300 feet above ground level. 
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Part of this extremely unique experience with the torch that made it especially 

memorable, was looking down some 40 feet below to see the very top of Miss Liberty’s massive 

pointed crown. 

In addition to having these clear memories of going-up inside the torch, some also 

remember the specific set of instructions they’d been provided by park staff to ensure everyone’s 

enjoyment and safety. 

 

Picture above shows the very top of the crown on the Statue of Liberty, 

 captured from the torch’s observation platform 40 feet above.  

 

 

 

Bragg’s Apple Cider to ‘Bragg’ Apple Cider  

Original Timeline - This popular apple cider was known as ‘Bragg’s Apple Cider’.   

Current Timeline – This famous vinegar has always been ‘Bragg Apple Cider’, having 

no possessive apostrophe at the end. 
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Bruce Lee’s death  

Original Timeline - Many people remember that Bruce Lee died on a movie set at the 

age of 32.  

When Bruce Lee’s biological son Brandon Lee dies on a movie set from an accidental 

gunshot 20 years later, many people considered the uncanny similarities between the deaths’ of 

both father and son. 

Current Timeline – Bruce Lee did not die on the set of a movie. He died in the hospital 

from cerebral edema while suffering from acute illness.  

 

California Dreamin’ -   

Original Timeline - In December of 1965 a musical folk group called ‘The Mamas & the 

Papas’ released an extremely popular song called ‘California Dreamin’.  

 A segment of the lyrics go;  

Stopped into a church 

  I passed along the way 

Well, I got down on my knees (got down on my knees) 

And I began to pray (I began to pray) 

Current Timeline - The lyrics have always been; 

Stopped into a church 

 I passed along the way 

Well, I got down on my knees (got down on my knees) 

And I pretend to pray (I pretend to pray) 
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Al Capone  

Original Timeline - Many remember Al Capone dying in prison. 

Current Timeline - Al Capone died several years after being released from prison at the 

age of 48. His death was attributed to long-term brain disease associated with having syphilis. 

 

Carmen Sandiego – Color of her cape? 

Original Timeline - From 1991-1995 there was a popular animated television series 

called ‘Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego?’ designed to teach kids world geography. 

Many people distinctly remember Carmen’s yellow hat and cape. 

Current Timeline - Carmen’s hat and cape have always been red. 

 

 

‘The Carpenters’ to ‘Carpenters’ 

Original Timeline - Karen and Richard Carpenter composed the musical duo called ‘The 

Carpenters’. 

Current Timeline - This musical duo has always been simply ‘Carpenters’. 

 

 

CDC - ‘Center’ for Disease Control to ‘Centers’ for Disease Control 

Original Timeline - Most people knew the CDC as the ‘Center’ for Disease Control. 

Current Timeline - The CDC has always been the ‘Centers’ for Disease Control, 

pleural, and formally recognized as the ‘Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’. 
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Ceasar to Caesar 

Original Timeline - Many people remember the name ‘Ceasar’ being spelled C-e-a-s-a-r. 

Current Timeline - This name is now spelled ‘Caesar’, C-a-e-s-a-r. 

 

Cemetary to Cemetery  

Original Timeline - Many people remember a graveyard being called a ‘cemetary’; 

having the letter ‘a’ within the last syllable.  

Current Timeline – It’s actually spelled ‘cemetery’, using 3 letter e’s. 

 

Charles M. ‘Schultz’ to Charles M. ‘Schulz’  

Original Timeline - When asked, most anyone familiar with the creator of ‘Charlie 

Brown’ remember this person as Charles M. ‘Schultz’. 

Current Timeline – The creator of Charlie Brown has always been ‘Charles M. Schulz’ 

without the letter ‘t’ in the last name.  

 

Chewbacca’s Medal 

Original Timeline - In the original STAR WARS film in 1977, one of the most 

memorable moments of the entire movie takes place during the very last scene when the giant 

Wookie character ‘Chewbacca’ gets a medal from Princess Lea.  

After Chewbacca bends over to receive his medal, he stands up straight and roars out 

‘RRUUUUAAHHHH!!!’ as the film cuts to end credits. 

Current Timeline - In all versions of the original 1977 STAR WARS film, Chewbacca 

never receives a medal and does not roar at the end. 

 

‘Chic-fil-A’ to ‘Chick-fil-A’  

Original Timeline - A significant percentage of the population remembers the fast food 

chicken restaurant being ‘Chic-fil-A’. 

Current Timeline - It has always been ‘Chick-fil-A’.     
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Chili Peppers – Song - ‘Under the Bridge’  

Original Timeline - ‘Under the Bridge’ is a popular song by the ‘Red Hot Chili 

Peppers’.  

The lyrics went ‘..is the city I live in.., the city of Angels’. 

 

Current Timeline – Now during this song, the lyric ‘Angels’ (pleural), is pronounced as 

‘Angel’ (singular). 

 

‘Christ the Redeemer’ - statues all over world  

Original Timeline - Many people are familiar with the enormous 98 foot ‘Christ the 

Redeemer’ statue in Rio de Janeiro. Most people believe there is only one massive ‘Christ the 

Redeemer’ statue.  

Current Timeline - There are over 30 humungous ‘Christ the Redeemer’ statues in 

various countries spread all over the world. 

 

 

Christopher ‘Reeves’ to Christopher ‘Reeve’  

Original Timeline - Until his death in 2004, the actor ‘Christopher Reeves’ had obtained 

lifelong fame following his endearing performance as ‘The Man of Steel’ in the 1978 blockbuster 

film ‘Superman’. 
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Current Timeline - This actor’s name has always been ‘Christopher Reeve’ without an 

‘s’ at the end. 

 

‘Cliff-notes’ to ‘Cliff’s-notes’  

Original Timeline - ‘Cliff notes’ are commonly known as summarized notes regarding a 

larger piece of literature, and typically placed just beyond the right hand margin. It was 

sometimes taught that ‘cliff-notes’ are called ‘cliff-notes’, because they appear to be falling off 

the edge of the cliff at the far right-hand margin. 

Current Timeline - These types of summarized notes are now known as ‘cliffs-notes’ 

(pleural), or even ‘Cliff’s-notes’ (possessive). Either version sounds awkward and make no sense 

when considering the cliff aspect of the far right margin. 

 

Converse All Stars  

Original Timeline - The circular white emblem containing a single blue star on the 

famous ‘Converse All Stars’ sneakers were placed on the outside aspect of the shoe. 

Current Timeline - These emblems have always been placed on the inside aspect of the 

shoe. 

 

 

Couch - The word ‘couch’ is now in the Bible 

Original Timeline - Virtually no one remembers the word ‘couch’ ever being in the 

Bible. 

Current Timeline – Also mentioned within a few other verses, in the ‘King James 

Version’ of the Bible (KJV), the word ‘couch’ is presently mentioned within ‘Genesis 49:4. 

  

Costa Rica  

Original Timeline - Many people recall Costa Rico being an island.  
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Current Timeline - Costa Rico is now solidly landlocked between two other countries. 

 

 

‘Countdown’ – 1967 film 

 Original Timeline – There was never a big-budget Hollywood film which portrayed a 

non-comical depiction of astronauts landing on the surface of the Moon by using a rocket. 

Though there were major films which depicted various technical aspects associated with 

the space-race, such as the highly popular movie ‘The Right Stuff’, this film and other similar 

films did not contain any segments which ever attempts to seriously depict astronauts landing on 

the Moon’s surface by using  a rocket to travel approximately 250,000 miles thru space. 

Current Timeline – Seemingly cropping up from nowhere near the year 2021, there is 

now a major Hollywood film released back in 1967 titled ‘Countdown’, starring James Caan and 

Robert Duvall. James Caan plays an astronaut that successfully lands an excursion module on the 

lunar surface after flying a quarter million miles thru space in a rocket. 

Note: In 1967 Americans were in a high state of excitement and anticipation associated 

with the Gemini and Apollo Lunar programs. It would seem that the film ‘Countdown’ would 

have been extremely popular in 1967, but prior to around 2021 almost no one knew anything 

about this film. 

 

‘Cousin It’ to ‘Cousin Itt’  

Original Timeline - The character ‘Cousin It’ from the 1960’s sitcom ‘The Addams 

Family’ looked like a walking head of hair. 

Current Timeline - This character has always been ‘Cousin Itt’ having two t’s. 
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Cuba   

Original Timeline – Cuba was a small island located southeast of Florida and a 

considerable distance from Mexico. 

Current Timeline – Cuba seems to have grown considerably and expanded considerably 

westward. It also now appears very near to Mexico. 

 

 

Curious George - tail to no tail  

Original Timeline - in the ‘Curious George’ series of childrens’ books created by ‘H.A. 

Rey’, many people remember the chaos causing little chimp-like character ‘George’ having a 

tail. 

Current Timeline - George must be a form of ‘Great Ape’ because he does not have a 

tail. 

 

 

Curt Henning to Curt Hennig - (‘Mr. Perfect’)  

Original Timeline - The famous wrestler ‘Mr. Perfect’ was a stage-name for a real 

person having the name ‘Curt Henning’, having 3 n’s in his last name. 

Current Timeline - ‘Mr. Perfect’ was a man known as ‘Curt Hennig’, having only 2 n’s 

in his last name. 
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‘Creation of Adam’ by Michelangelo 

Original Timeline - In the famous 500 year-old fresco created by Michelangelo painted 

upon the 68 foot ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, God’s Hand was originally positioned appreciably 

higher than Adam’s hand.  

It would have been considered to be blatantly sacrilegious for Michelangelo to paint a 

Holy portrait on the ceiling of a Holy Chapel which displayed Adam’s hand higher than God’s 

Hand. 

Current Timeline – Adam’s hand is now inexplicably higher than God’s Hand. Over the 

last 24-36 months as of this writing, God’s Hand has gotten incrementally lower. 

 

‘Creation of Adam’ by Michelangelo 

Sistine Chapel 1512 

 

Another issue which seems to have altered for many people is God’s attire. Wasn’t God 

wearing a type of thick white cloth which primarily wrapped around his groin area? When did 

God get this pink chiffon nightgown?  

 Strangest of all, God’s left hand now appears to be deformed and claw-like. The index 

finger is abnormally thick, abnormally long and abnormally double-jointed. 
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‘Cybil’ Shepherd to ‘Cybill’ Shepherd  

Original Timeline - The blonde bombshell ‘Cybil’ Shepherd turned heads in the 1976 

film ‘Taxi Driver’ with Robert De Niro. 

Current Timeline - the actress has always been ‘Cybill’ Shepherd with two l’s at the end 

of her first name. 

 

C3PO - silver leg?   

Original Timeline - Famous robot droid C3PO was originally introduced to the public 

during the original 1977 STAR WARS film; Episode 4 ‘A New Hope’. All the shiny metal parts 

on C3PO’s droid body were distinctly gold colored. 

Current Timeline – Regardless of whatever type of copy one might have of this 1977 

STAR WARS film, whether it be Blu-Ray, DVD, or VHS video cassette, C3PO now has a 

silver-colored lower right leg and right foot. The silver colored lower right leg and foot is 

consistent throughout the entire first trilogy released from 1977 to 1983. 

 

 

‘Dalmations’ to ‘Dalmatians’  

Original Timeline - Many people remember this distinctive breed of black and white 

spotted dogs being ‘Dalmations’. 

Current Timeline - This breed of dog have always been ‘Dalmatians’ with an ‘a’ within 

the last syllable. 
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Dan Akroyd to Dan Aykroyd  

Original Timeline - One of the original ‘Not for Prime Time Players’ on NBC’s 

‘Saturday Night’, Dan Akroyd went on to become more famous as one of the ‘Blue Brothers’ 

with friend and fellow ‘Saturday Night’ actor John Belushi. 

Current Timeline - This actor has always been Dan Aykroyd with two y’s in his last 

name.  

 

 

‘Dark Side of the Moon’ to ‘The Dark Side of the Moon’  

Original Timeline - The 1973 Pink Floyd album, ‘Dark Side of the Moon’ is one of the 

world’s top-selling rock albums of all time.  

Current Timeline – This 1973 Pink Floyd album has the official title of; ‘The Dark Side 

of the Moon’. 

 

David - the statue of -  

Original Timeline - Carved in 1504, eight years before painting the ‘Creation of Adam’ 

on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, Michelangelo’s massive 17 foot-tall, six-ton ‘Statue of 

David’ maintained a single, rather proportionally small penis situated between the carved legs of 

David. 

Current Timeline - David now slings a large severed penis over his left shoulder. As the 

historical legend goes, this penis was severed from the ‘Goliath’ the giant.  
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Residue – During episode 9 in season 2 of the animated sitcom ‘The Simpsons’ which is 

titled; ‘Itchy and Scratchy and Marge’ the ‘Statue of David’ is deliberately depicted as part of the 

larger story line. In this Simpson’s episode there is a highly controversial issue surrounding the 

fact that David’s penis can be seen by underage children while on display inside the Springfield 

Museum. At no part throughout this entire episode do they ever mention that David is holding a 

large severed penis in his left hand. 

 

Daylight Savings to Daylight Saving  

Original Timeline - The two special days during the year when most Americans change 

their clocks by one hour was called ‘Daylight Savings’. 

Current Timeline - This time-changing day is now called ‘Daylight Saving’. 

 

DEA  

Original Timeline - The DEA was always known as the ‘Drug Enforcement Agency’. 

Current Timeline - The DEA has always been the ‘Drug Enforcement Administration’. 

 

 

Definately to Definitely  

Original Timeline - This word was spelled ‘definately'. 

Current Timeline - It’s now spelled ‘definitely’. 

 

Delilah no longer cuts Samson’s hair - Judges 16  

Original Timeline – Delilah cuts the hair from Samson’s head, depriving him of his 

supernatural strength. 

Current Timeline – Delilah does not cut Samson’s hair. She calls for a ‘man’ (servant) 

to shave the locks from Samson’s head. 
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‘Depends’ undergarments to ‘Depend’ undergarments  

Original Timeline - Most everyone knew the adult diapers as ‘Depends’ undergarments. 

Current Timeline - They have always been ‘Depend’ undergarments. 

 

 

‘Dilemna’ to ‘Dilemma’ -  

Original Timeline - Many people distinctly remember the word ‘Dilemna’ having a 

silent ‘n’ at the end. 

Current Timeline - The word has always been spelled ‘Dilemma’, having no ‘n’. 

 

 

Dolly’s Braces -  

Original Timeline - With very few exceptions, anyone familiar with the 1979 James 

Bond 007 ‘Moonraker’ film, definitely remember the petite blond-headed character ‘Dolly’ 

having a very prominent set of shiny metal braces on her teeth. 

Current Timeline - Dolly has nice, white, perfectly straight teeth with no braces. 
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Donald Duck – Eye color?  

Original Timeline - Most people remember Donald Duck having white eyes with black 

pupils. 

Current Timeline - In almost any original Donald Duck cartoon, Donald Duck has blue 

eyes with black pupils. 

 
 

Easter Island statues with hats  

Original Timeline – Most people do not recall any of the giant heads on Easter Island 

ever having any hats. 

Current Timeline – Many of the statues on Easter Island now have hats. 

 

 

Ed McMahon  

Original Timeline - Ed McMahon was originally famous for being Johnny Carson’s 

sidekick on the ‘Tonight Show’. Ed obtained further household fame by awarding big cardboard 

checks on TV to the lucky winners of the ‘Publisher’s Clearing House Sweepstakes’.  

Ed McMahon’s regular role of awarding huge life-changing checks for ‘Publishers 

Clearing House’ was an ongoing aspect of our mainstream society for several years. Many 

people parodied Ed’s famous role to prank their friends and family members.    

Current Timeline - Ed McMahon never worked for ‘Publisher’s Clearing House’ and 

never awarded oversized checks to peoples’ doors. 
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Ellis Island  

Original Timeline - For many people, the Statue of Liberty was always situated on ‘Ellis 

Island’ in New York Harbor. 

Current Timeline - The Statue of Liberty has always been situated on ‘Liberty Island’.  

Before the Statue of Liberty was placed on this small island within New York Harbor, 

this island was originally known as ‘Bedloe Island’.   

 

FAO ‘Schwartz’ to FAO ‘Schwarz’  

Original Timeline - Many remember the iconic upscale toy store being ‘FAO Schwartz’; 

pronounced with a sharp ‘tee’ sound at the end. 

Current Timeline - It’s always been ‘FAO Schwarz’, with no ‘t’. 

 

 

Field of Dreams  

Original Timeline - In the highly popular 1989 Kevin Costner film ‘Field of Dreams’, 

the famous line from this movie was “If you build it.., they will come”. 

Current Timeline – Believe it or not, the famous line from this famous film has always 

been “If you build it.., he will come.”   

 

‘Filmore’ California to ‘Fillmore’ California  

Original Timeline – Most people familiar with this town in California knew this town as 

‘Filmore’ California, spelled with only one letter ‘l’. 

Current Timeline - It’s always been ‘Fillmore’ California, with 2 letter ‘l’s. 

 

‘Flava-Flav’ to ‘Flavor-Flav’  

Original Timeline - The rapper ‘Flava-Flav’ originally gained his fame through a rap 

group called ‘Public Enemy’. 
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Current Timeline - This rapper has always been professionally known as ‘Flavor-Flav’. 

 

 

Ford Logo  

Original Timeline - Almost 100% of the population remembers the Ford Logo with a 

slightly angled cross thru the capital ‘F’.  

Legend has it that the Ford logo is a close rendition of Henry Ford’s personal signature. 

Current Timeline - The angled cross on the capital ‘F’ in the Ford Logo has always had 

an awkward little curlicue at the far right side.  

If choosing to look at a Ford emblem stamped into the metal near the top of the radiator 

spout on a 1916 ‘Model T’, this stamped metal emblem contains the weird little curlicue on the 

capital ‘F’. 

Does anyone really think that Henry Ford actually signed his last name with this weird 

little curlicue?  

 

 

Forrest Gump  

Original Timeline - In the extremely famous 1994 Tom Hanks film ‘Forrest Gump’, 

almost anyone familiar with this film remember the iconic line “Mama always said, life is like a 

box of chocolates.” using present-tense. 

Current Timeline - This famous line has always been “Mama always said, life was like 

a box of chocolates.”  using past-tense. 

Another Line of Dialog from ‘Forrest Gump’ -  

Original Timeline – Many people remember when Forrest says to Jenny; “I may not be 

a smart man.., but I know what love is.” 

Current Timeline - Forrest has always said; “I’m not a smart man.., but I know what 

love is.” 
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Fruit of the Loom – the missing cornucopia 

Original Timeline - The ‘Fruit of the Loom’ logo for the popular underwear company 

contained a very prominent cornucopia. 

Note: The ‘cornucopia’ is also known as the ‘Horn of Plenty’. 

Current Timeline – The inner tag on ‘Fruit of the Loom’ underwear has never displayed 

a cornucopia at any time during the company’s entire history since 1851. 

 

 

 ‘Fruit Loops’ to ‘Froot Loops’  

Original Timeline - Many people remember ‘FRUIT LOOPS’ cereal, the artificially 

flavored fruit-colored loops of cereal featuring ‘Toucan Sam’. 

Current Timeline - Since 1963 this cereal has always been ‘FROOT LOOPS’.  

 

 

Ghandi to Gandhi -  

Original Timeline - Many people remember the spiritual leader from India being 

‘Ghandi’. 

Current Timeline – His name has always been ‘Gandhi’. 
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Gettysburg Address 

Original Timeline - Almost anyone familiar with the term ‘forefathers’ is familiar with 

this term because of the famous ‘Gettysburg Address’, made by President Abraham Lincoln on 

the 19
th

 of November, 1863.  

The ‘Gettysburg Address’ was a stark and sober commemoration of the near 50,000 Civil 

War troops killed during a horrific 3 day bloody battle which took place from July 1
st
  thru July 

3
rd

 of 1863. 

Current Timeline – Seemingly almost impossible to consider, the entire ‘Gettysburg 

Address’ does not include the term ‘forefathers’ even once. It does contain the term ‘fathers’. 

 

 

George W. Bush - Hand Grenade Assassination Attempt  

Original Timeline - Most people do not recollect any memory of George W. Bush 

(George Jr.) having a live hand-grenade tossed at him during any point throughout his entire 

Presidency. 

Current Timeline - Georgian National Vladimir Arutyunian attempted to assassinate 

both U.S. President George W. Bush and Georgian President Mikheil Saakashvili by tossing a 

live hand-grenade while the two Presidents stood outside together on the 10
th

 of May 2005.  

Being wrapped in a red handkerchief, the hand-grenade landed 60 feet away and failed to 

explode. 

 

George Burns and Gracie Allen – “Say goodnight Gracie”  

Original Timeline – On ‘The George Burns and Gracie Allen Show’ which ran from 

1950 to 1958, without fail, at the close of every single show, George Burns says to Gracie Allen, 

“Say goodnight Gracie.” Gracie Allen would cutely quip “Goodnight Gracie.” Anyone even 

lightly familiar with this show knows that each show ended like this. 

Current Timeline – During all 8 seasons George Burns never says “Say Goodnight 

Gracie.” at the close of any show. 
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Residue – In the 1992 film ‘Stay Tuned’, the character ‘Spike’ played by actor Jeffrey 

Jones, says the line “Say goodnight Gracie.” to character ‘Roy’ played by actor John Ritter. 

Why would this actor deliberately parody a famous line from a famous television show 

from four decades earlier, when this line was never said by George Burns?  

 

Germany - northern coast  

Original Timeline - For anyone highly familiar with world geography, the country of 

Germany was primarily landlocked. 

Current Timeline - Germany now has a sizable north coast. 

  

 

Golden Rule  

Original Timeline - Most people remember the ‘Golden Rule’ from ‘Matthew 7’ from 

the KJV Bible as; 

‘Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.’ 

 

Current Timeline – As of January 1
st
 2023, ‘Matthew 7’ from the KJV Bible reads; 

‘Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, 

do ye even so to them: for this is the law and the prophets.’ 
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In any version of the Holy Bible, the term ‘unto’ is never used within Matthew 7. 

 

 

Grand Central ‘Station’ to Grand Central ‘Terminal’  

Original Timeline - For decades people frequently made sarcastic comments about 

someplace being extremely busy by saying, ‘It was like Grand Central Station!’, while 

referencing the famous train station from New York City. 

Current Timeline - A train station called ‘Grand Central Station’ from New York City 

has never existed. There is a big, famous, extremely busy train station in New York City called 

‘Grand Central Terminal’. This exact name is carved into stone on the outside entrance.    

 

 

Great Walls  

Original Timeline – At some point most people in America learn about a famous ‘Great 

Wall’ located in China. 

Current Timeline - In addition to the ‘Great Wall of China’, there are now several 

‘Great Walls’ located throughout our world; to include a ‘Great Wall of India’, and a ‘Great Wall 

of Pakistan’. 
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‘The Grinch Who Stole Christmas’ to ‘How the Grinch Stole Christmas’  

Original Timeline - Many people remember the famous Dr. Seuss book about the 

infamous Christmas stealing Grinch having the title of; ‘The Grinch Who Stole Christmas.’  

‘The Grinch Who Stole Christmas.’ was also the title of a 1966 animated television 

program based on the Dr. Seuss story, as well as the title of a Jim Carey film produced during the 

year 2000. 

Current Timeline – According to our modern timeline, the formal title to this Dr. Seuss 

book has always been, ‘How the Grinch Stole Christmas!’. 

 

 

‘Haley’s Comet’ to ‘Halley's Comet’  

Original Timeline - A high percentage of people familiar with this comet remember it 

being called ‘Haley’s Comet’. 

Current Timeline - It has always been formally known as ‘Halley’s Comet’.  

 

‘Hanna Barbara’ to ‘Hanna Barbera’  

Original Timeline - Many people remember the famous children’s television production 

company ‘Hannah Barbara’.  

Current Timeline - It’s always been ‘Hanna Barbera’ with an ‘e’ near the end.  
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HAAS Avocadoes to HASS Avocadoes  

Original Timeline - Most people remember HAAS avocados being spelled ‘HAAS’.  

Current timeline – They have always been ‘HASS’ avocados.  

Residue – Presently within many grocery store perpetual inventory systems, this avocado 

is still indexed as ‘HAAS’. 

 

 

Heart - shift in location  

Original Timeline - Most people remember the human heart being located to the left side 

of the chest, and explained the specific reason why we purposefully placed the palm of our right 

hands over the left side of our chests whenever we recited the ‘Pledge of Allegiance’ in 

elementary school. 

Current Timeline - Human anatomy diagrams now display the heart being situated 

primarily in the center of the chest. 

 

 

Heisman Trophy – significant position change  

Original Timeline - College and NFL football players alike will commonly make the 

‘Heisman Pose’ when scoring a touchdown.  

What made this pose so memorable, was the classic look of having the one knee pulled 

up tightly towards the waist, while raising the foot from the ground. 

Current Timeline - Almost beyond any reasonable level of belief, the Heisman pose has 

always had both feet firmly planted on the ground. 
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Note: This change might not be overly significant for the average person, but for fans 

deeply passionate about U.S. Football, the present stance of the Heisman Trophy appears almost 

sacrilegious.        

 

Image above left is the present-day Heisman Trophy. 

Image above at right is how most hardcore football fans remember the original Heisman Trophy, 

and precisely why this Packers player is deliberately making this pose. 

 

 

Hello Clarice  

Original Timeline - In the 1991 Film ‘Silence of the Lambs’ starring Anthony Hopkins 

and Jodie Foster, one of the most memorable scenes is when Hannibal Lecter greets Agent 

Starling by creepily saying “Hello Clarice”.  

Current Timeline - Hannibal Lecter never says “Hello Clarice” anywhere throughout 

this entire film. 

 

 

HIPPA to HIPAA  

Original Timeline - The extreme importance of patient privacy was the overriding 

concern when the HIPPA act was originally passed in 1996. At this time the acronym HIPPA 

stood for Health Insurance and Patient Privacy Act. 
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Current Timeline - Inexplicably, the acronym for this privacy act is now HIPAA, and 

stands for Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act; having nothing to do with patient 

privacy. 

Perhaps serving as a distinct type of metaphysical warning, the change from HIPPA to 

HIPAA occurred just prior to the newly implemented ‘covid’ restrictions; when peoples’ privacy 

was fully ignored. 

 

The Hindenburg Disaster  

Original Timeline - The Hindenburg Disaster was a massive airship that explosively 

burned and crashed to the ground while attempting to dock on the 6
th

 of May 1937 in Manchester 

Township, New Jersey. Most people remember very few if any survivors. 

Current Timeline – According to Wikipedia, as of the 9
th

 of January 2023, there were 97 

people on board, of which 62 survived. Near 2/3rds of the passengers and crew onboard the 

Hindenburg somehow miraculously survived this horrific disaster. 

 

‘Home Depot’ to ‘The Home Depot’  

Original Timeline - Many people are familiar with ‘Home Depot’ hardware stores. 

Current Timeline - This chain of hardware stores has always been ‘The Home Depot’.  

 

Houdini – Cause of death?  

Original Timeline - For those familiar with the famous escape artist Harry Houdini 

(March 24, 1874 - October 31, 1926), many people recall Houdini drowning to death onstage 

while attempting to perform a dangerous escape from a sealed tank of water. 

Current Timeline - Harry Houdini died in the hospital from sepsis after suffering a 

ruptured appendix. The ruptured appendix was caused by being deliberately punched in the 

abdomen by a college student 3 days earlier. 

 

‘Hyannisport’ to ‘Hyannis Port’  

Original Timeline - Since the early 1960’s Hyannisport Massachusetts was well known 

for being where the famous ‘Kennedy Compound’ was located. 
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Current Timeline - Hyannisport Massachusetts has never been Hyannisport 

Massachusetts. It has always been Hyannis-Port Massachusetts, properly broken down into two 

separate words. 

 

Independance to Independence  

Original Timeline - Many people remember the word ‘independance’.  

Current Timeline - It has always been ‘independence’.  

 

Italy  

Original Timeline - Italy was the boot shaped country which was geographically situated 

rather vertically, north-to-south. 

Current Timeline – The country of Italy now appears at a rough 45 degree angle and has 

a strange peninsular extension appearing much like a high-heel. 

 

 

JC Penny to JC Penney 

Original Timeline - Many people remember the famous department store ‘JC Penny’. 

Current Timeline – It has always been ‘JC Penney’. 

Note – This retailer is now advertised as being ‘JCPenney’, having no space between 

‘JC’ and ‘Penney’. 
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Jesus - slaying his enemies?  

Original Timeline - None of the most popular versions of the Bible ever mention 

anything about Jesus ‘slaying’ his enemies. 

Current Timeline – There are now various versions of the Bible which specifically 

mention Jesus slaying his enemies within Luke 19:27. 

 

Jet Engines  

Original Timeline - With very few exceptions, up until around the year 2000, all large 

commercial jet-aircraft had their engines situated well beneath their wings, with the front cowl of 

the engine aligning closely with the front leading edge of the wing. The exhaust ports of these 

engines were typically situated shortly beyond the rear trailing-edge of the wing. 

Current Timeline - Nearly all modern-day large commercial jet-aircraft have their 

engines situated well in front of their respective wings, with the exhaust ports extending near-

directly beneath the wings, which we’re informed are full of liquid jet-fuel. 

Very few pictures still remain within our modern day reality which display the former 

orientations of these engines, regardless of however old the aircraft might be, or whatever year 

the picture was originally captured. These conditions exist in direct contrast with how most 

people interpret our hard physical reality. 

 

 

Jewel song - ‘Who will Save your Soul?’  

Original Timeline - This was a very popular song when originally released in 1996. 

Many people remember singing ‘Who will save your soul?’ whenever choosing to sing along. 

Current Timeline - Jewel has always sung the lyrics as ‘Who will save your souls?’, 

with ‘souls’ being pronounced pleural. 
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JFK - The Assassination of John F. Kennedy - November 22nd, 1963 

Original Timeline – Based on the infamous ‘Zapruder film’, most people remember four 

individuals being seated inside JFK’s limousine when he was assassinated. 

Current Timeline - Six people were seated inside the limousine when JFK was killed. 

These people were; JFK, Jacqueline Kennedy, Texas Governor John Connally, his wife Nellie, 

Special Agent in Charge Roy Kellerman, and Secret Service agent Bill Greer as driver. 

 

 

The Zapruder Film associated with the JFK assassination – 

Original Timeline - For at least a few decades, the famous ‘Zapruder Film’ was the only 

motion film evidence which captured the live assassination of JFK. Many people remember the 

Zapruder film being black and white. 

Current Timeline – According to our modern day history, in addition to the Zapruder 

Film, there are currently approximately one dozen different pieces of motion film which capture 

JFK’s assassination. 

Most of this film, including the Zapruder Film, are captured in live color, not artificially 

colorized after the fact. Though color film cameras were available to the general public in 1963, 

only a very small percentage of the population owned color cameras. The fact that each of the 

dozen or so pieces of motion film which capture JFK’s live assassination were captured in live 

color is highly unusual. 

 

JIF or JIFFY Peanut Butter?   

Original Timeline – Many people distinctly remember ‘JIFFY’ peanut butter. 

Current Timeline - It has always been ‘JIF’ peanut butter. 
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Jim ‘Baker’ to Jim ‘Bakker’ -  

Original Timeline - The famous televangelist ‘Jim Baker’ was publicly disgraced after 

many widely publicized scandals involving sex and money. In particular, the weekly periodical 

‘National Enquirer’ covered the numerous escapades of Jim Baker and his wife Tammy-Faye 

quite extensively for 2-3 years. 

Current Timeline - He’s always been ‘Jim Bakker’ with two k’s in his last name. 

 

Joel ‘Olsteen’to Joel ‘Osteen’  

Original Timeline - The famous preacher Joel ‘Olsteen’ has a prominent ‘l’ sound in his 

last name. 

Current Timeline - This famous preacher has always been Joel ‘Osteen’ with no ‘l’. 

Pronouncing ‘Osteen’ without the ‘l’ sounds weird. 

 

 

‘John Deer’ to ‘John Deere’  

Original Timeline - Many people remember the famous farm equipment company being 

‘John Deer’, with the last name being spelled like the animal. 

Current Timeline - This Company has always been ‘John Deere’, having the letter ‘e’ at 

the end. 
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‘John’ Hopkins or ‘Johns’ Hopkins -  

Original Timeline - Almost anyone of any age who follows along with our mainstream 

society on any level, has heard about the famous hospital in Maryland ‘John Hopkins’ many 

times. This prominent hospital was first established in 1889. 

Current Timeline – This hospital has always been ‘Johns Hopkins Hospital’ with an ‘s’ 

at the end of ‘John’. This is yet another Mandela Effect involving a proper name that sounds 

abnormal. 

 

John Lennon - song ‘Imagine’ video  

Original Timeline - Released just one year after the Beatles broke-up in 1970, The 

smash-hit ‘Imagine’ was John Lennon’s most popular song after leaving the Beatles.  

The video associated with this song that shows John wearing a long-tail white tuxedo 

while playing his big black grand piano was enormously popular as well. This video shows John 

with very long hair and having an extremely long beard and mustache. 

Current Timeline - In the ‘Imagine’ video John Lennon now wears a dark suit with 

rather short hair and cleanly shaven face while sitting at a white piano. 

Note: Why do so many people remember the ‘Imagine’ video much, much differently 

than it presently exists? 

 

‘Judge not, lest ye be judged’  

Original Timeline – Most people remember the common phrase from ‘Matthew 7’ 

being; 

  ‘Judge not, lest ye be judged.’ 

Current Timeline – As of January 1
st
 2023, this phrase from ‘Matthew 7’ in the KJV 

Bible now reads; 

‘Judge not, that ye be not judged.’ 
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‘Judgement’ to ‘Judgment’  

Original Timeline – In ‘American’ English, ‘judgement’ was always spelled with two 

letter e’s. 

Note: The strict English version of this word was spelled ‘judgment’; using one letter ‘e’.  

Current Timeline – Now within Great Britain or America, this word has always been 

spelled ‘judgment’ with no ‘e’ after the ‘g’. 

 

Karate Kid - headband change  

Original Timeline - The Karate Kid had a white headband with a red rising sun. 

Current Timeline – This headband is now white with a strange blue flower pattern. 

 

 

‘Keenan Ivory Wayans’ to ‘Keenen Ivory Wayans’ -  

Original Timeline - This comedian was known as ‘Keenan Ivory Wayans’. 

Current Timeline - This comedian has always been ‘Keenen Ivory Wayans’. 

 

 

‘Kelly’ Blue Book to ‘Kelley’ Blue Book  

Original Timeline - For many people, a book frequently used to obtain average prices 

for used vehicles was called the ‘Kelly’ Blue Book. 

Current Timeline – This book has always been the ‘Kelley’ Blue Book’. 

 

KIA to KIΛ  

Original Timeline - Most people knew the Korean car company as KIA. 
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Current Timeline - It has never been KIA, it has always been KIΛ, with the Greek 

alphabet ‘lambda’ symbol rather than a capital ‘A’. 

 

 

Kidneys – shift in anatomical location  

Original Timeline – The anatomical location of our two urinary kidneys was located 

near the lower back, just above the beltline. 

‘Rabbit punches’ in boxing, which is a punch delivered to the rearward side flank of an 

opponent just above their beltline, is considered an illegal punch in all regulated boxing events.  

A severe blow to either of the kidneys can be so extremely painful, that it can be fully 

incapacitating for several minutes. A severe blow can also cause permanent kidney damage. 

In their attempts to better protect their kidneys, boxers would typically hike their boxing 

shorts high on the waist. 

Current Timeline – Our kidneys are now located much further upward and protected 

underneath our ribcages. 

 

 

King Henry the 8
th

  

Original Timeline - King Henry the 8
th

 is frequently depicted while holding a big turkey 

leg. 

Current Timeline - There has never been a formal painting of King Henry the 8
th

, or any 

other type of historical reference, which ever portrays Henry the 8
th

 holding a turkey leg. 
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King Tut’s Headdress – addition of vulture head 

Original Timeline - Many people remember the depicted head of a cobra being 

symmetrically centered near the top of King Tut’s golden headdress. 

Current Timeline - In addition to the cobra head, there is also a slightly smaller head of 

a vulture, situated just to the side. 

Note: The awkward addition of the vulture head makes King Tut’s headdress appear 

oddly unfamiliar and notably asymmetrical. 

Since at least the 1970’s, the topic of King Tut was a regular part of our American culture 

for 2-3 decades. Popular comedian Steve Martin released a novelty song called ‘King Tut’ in 

1978 which reached #17 on the ‘Billboard Chart’. 

A multitude of television programs and regular articles in mainstream books and 

magazines focuses heavily on the entire known history of King Tut. 

The public regularly receives large amounts of information related to King Tut, but yet 

almost nobody remembers anything about the weird vulture head on his headdress, or knows 

anything related to the associated symbolism. 

 

 

 Kingsland Explosions  

Original Timeline - No history. 

Current Timeline - On the afternoon of January 11
th

 1917, a fire which started at a 

workbench inside of a WWI munitions factory at Kingsland, N.J., resulted in the detonation of 

some 500,000 explosive shells over a period of roughly 4 hours. Two square miles of Kingsland 

were completely flattened. 
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Kit-Kat to Kit Kat  

Original Timeline - The famous chocolate candy was ‘Kit-Kat’ with a prominent 

hyphen.  

Current Timeline - It has always been ‘Kit Kat’ with no hyphen. 

 

 ‘Last Supper’ – painting by Leonardo DaVinci  

Original Timeline - Jesus always has his goblet setting directly on the table in front of 

him. 

Current Timeline - Jesus has no goblet. 

Residue? – Wasn’t the ‘Last Supper’ where Jesus bids farewell to his loyal disciples 

while offering-up his goblet of wine; thereby inviting his trusted friends to symbolically drink 

His Blood? 

The goblet of Jesus was of prime importance to the overall theme behind the ‘Last 

Supper’. What happened to this goblet? 

 

‘LaToya’ Jackson to ‘La-Toya’ Jackson  

Original Timeline - Popstar Michael Jackson’s older sister was known as ‘LaToya 

Jackson’. 

Current Timeline - Her first name is now broken-up into two words ‘La-Toya’. 

 

 

‘Lil-Tykes’ to ‘Little Tikes’  

Original Timeline - Whether for themselves, or for their own kids, a good percentage of 

our population have owned little plastic cars made by ‘Lil-Tykes’. 

Current Timeline – This toy company has always been ‘little tikes’, significantly 

detracting from it’s former unique name recognition. 
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Looney ‘Toons’ to Looney ‘Tunes’  

Original Timeline - Many people remember ‘LOONEY TOONS’ as being a 

combination of ‘LOONEY’ and ‘TOONS’, ‘TOONS’ being short for ‘cartoons’.   

Current Timeline - These cartoons have always been ‘LOONEY TUNES’.  

 

 

Lion and the Lamb 

Original Timeline - One of the most well-known passages throughout the entire Holy 

Bible comes from Isiah 11:6 where it mentions “…and the Lion shall lay with the Lamb”. 

Current Timeline – As of January 10, 2023, in the KJV version of the Bible, Isaiah 11:6 

begins with, ‘The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb…’. 

In our modern timeline, in any version of the Holy Bible, Isaiah 11:6 now mentions a 

‘wolf’, not a ‘lion’.  

Residue – In the 1957 Elvis Presley song, ‘Peace in the Valley’, a segment of the lyrics 

go; 

Well the bear will be gentle 

And the wolves will be tame 

And the lion shall lay down by the lamb, oh yes 

Performing during the same era, the popular Country music singer Johnny Cash records 

this same song, having the same segment of lyrics which specifically mentions the lion lying 

with the lamb. 

Some thoughts for special consideration regarding this particular Mandela Effect; 

In the former “…and the Lion shall lay with the Lamb”, for some, the ‘Lion’ represented 

‘the King’, which in turn represented Jesus. A popular interpretation of the ‘Lion lying down with 

the lamb’ symbolized Jesus protecting his flock; this ‘flock’ being those who hold undying faith 

in Him. 

When considering ‘The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb…’ the ‘wolf’ does not 

symbolize Jesus in any recognizable way.  
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The term ‘wolf’ in place of the term ‘lion’ completely changes the former popular context 

of Isiah 11:6.  

 

The Lindbergh Baby  

Original Timeline – The kidnapping of the 20 month-old baby boy of famous American 

aviator Charles Lindberg in March of 1932 made headlines all over the Country. Nearly a 

century later this case remains a famous kidnapping. Many people recall that the baby boy was 

never recovered and the crime was never solved. 

Current Timeline – Roughly 10 weeks after the initial kidnapping, the body of a 

decomposing baby boy was found relatively close to the Lindbergh home. Reportedly, this 

decomposing infant was forensically determined to be the Lindberg baby.  

Nearly two and a half years after the kidnapping in September of 1934, a German 

immigrant carpenter by the name of Bruno Hauptmann was arrested for this crime, subsequently 

tried, sentenced to death and executed. 

 

Lord’s Prayer 

Note: the Lord’s Prayer is commonly said at the closing of AA group meetings. 

Original Timeline – A segment of the Lord’s Prayer distinctly states,  

‘Give us this day our daily bread and forgive us our trespasses,  

as we will forgive those who trespass against us.’ 

 

At one time, other than minor variations from amongst the most popular versions of the 

Holy Bible, the entire Lord’s Prayer read closely as; 

 

Our Father who art in Heaven, 

Hallowed be thy Name. 

Thy kingdom come, thy will be done, 

on Earth, as it is in Heaven. 

Give us this day our daily bread and forgive us our trespasses, 

as we will forgive those who trespass against us. 

Lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil. 

For thine is the kingdom, the power, and the glory, forever and ever, 

Amen 
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Current Timeline – As of January 2023, in the KJV version of the Bible, this same 

segment of the Lord’s Prayer as mentioned above now reads; 

Give us this day our daily bread. 

And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors. 

 

The entire Lord’s Prayer now reads; 

Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name. 

Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven. 

Give us this day our daily bread. 

And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors. 

And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil: For thine is the kingdom, and the 

power, and the glory, for ever. Amen. 

 

 

Louie Anderson  

Original Timeline - The heavyset comedian Louie Anderson died from a heart attack 

near the year 2007.  

Current Timeline - Louie Anderson recently died from cancer in January of 2022. 

 

LUCY - The ‘I Love Lucy’ show  

Original Timeline - The ‘I Love Lucy’ show starring Lucille Ball as ‘Lucy’ and Desi 

Arnaz as ‘Ricky’ originally aired from 1951 to 1957 and then subsequently replayed for decades 

thru reruns. This is one of the most famous television programs in U.S. History. 

The single-most iconic line from this show is when Ricky tells Lucy in his strong Cuban 

accent, “Lucy.., you’ve got some ‘splainin’ to do.” as he inevitably catches Lucy in another one 

of her crazy shenanigans. 

As many times as Ricky repeats these lines to Lucy, they never failed to elicit a hearty 

laugh from the viewing audience.  

The line, “Lucy.., you’ve got some ‘splainin’ to do.” was repeated many times 

throughout the 180 different episodes of ‘I Love Lucy’. 

Being as famous as this line was, it was parodied many times over the years.  
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Current Timeline - Almost beyond any rational level of sane belief, the famous line 

“Lucy.., you’ve got some ‘splainin’ to do.” is never mentioned even once in any episode of ‘I 

Love Lucy’. 

 

Another ‘I Love Lucy’ Mandela Effect dealing with ‘Little Ricky’ 

Original Timeline - Many fans of the ‘I Love Lucy’ show were under the firm belief that 

‘Little Ricky’ was the biological son of Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz. 

Current Timeline - The person who played the part of ‘Little Ricky’ was an unrelated 

actor by the name of Keith Thibodeaux, aka Richard Keith.  

 

Lynard Skynard to Lynyrd Skynyrd  

Original Timeline - The popular 70’s rock band was known as ‘Lynard Skynard’. 

Current Timeline - This popular 70’s rock band has always been ‘Lynyrd Skynyrd’. 

 

Marilyn Monroe - beauty mark  

Original Timeline - Many people clearly recall that Marilyn Monroe had a little ‘beauty 

mark’ near her upper lip, also known as a small mole.  

Current Timeline - As clearly seen in her image below, Marilyn Monroe does not have a 

little mole near her upper lip. 

 

This is one of the last pictures ever captured of Marilyn Monroe before she died. 
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‘Matrix’ – this term now in Bible  

Original Timeline - The term ‘matrix’ was not used in any of the most popular versions 

of the Holy Bible. 

Current Timeline - The term ‘matrix’ is now mentioned 5 times in the KJV version of 

the Bible; three times within ‘Exodus’, and twice within ‘Numbers’. 

 

Mark Hamil to Mark Hamill  

Original Timeline - The original Luke Skywalker in the original STAR WARS trilogy 

was actor Mark Hamil. 

Current Timeline - This actor has always been Mark Hamill, having two ‘l’’s at the end 

of his last name. 

 

Mickey Mouse – suspenders  

Original Timeline - Almost anyone remembers the original Mickey Mouse having a 

prominent set of suspenders. 

Current Timeline - The original Mickey Mouse does not have any suspenders. 

 

 

Mickey Ward to Micky Ward  

Original Timeline - This light welterweight boxer from Lowell, Massachusetts was 

formally known as ‘Mickey Ward’.  

Current Timeline - This light welterweight boxer has always been formally known as 

‘Micky Ward’.  
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Swastika  

Original Timeline - Though the swastika has been used to represent different groups 

throughout history, the Nazis made the swastika infamous during WWII. Most people remember 

the Nazi swastika having an upright orientation. 

Current Timeline - Curiously enough, in numerous images captured during WWII, the 

Nazi swastika now appears cantered at a 45 degree angle. 

  
 

 

Sword in the Stone – Disney  

Original Timeline - In the 1963 Disney animated film ‘The Sword and the Stone’, the 

character ‘Wart’ magically pulls the sword from the stone.  

Current Timeline - ‘Wart’ clearly pulls the sword from a snow covered anvil, not a 

stone. 

 

 

Tank Man from Tiananmen Square, Beijing China -  

Original Timeline - On June 5
th

 1989, thousands of civilian protestors gathered in the 

streets of Tiananmen Square in Beijing, China, rallying against their government.  

During this protest, one extremely brave Chinese man stood directly in front of a long 

string of tanks, temporarily blocking their advancement. Many people distinctly recall that this 

brave Chinese man was run-over and killed by the tank that day. 
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Current Timeline - Though his present condition is unknown since nobody knows the 

true identity of the Tiananmen Square ‘Tank Man’, this memorable protestor was not killed by 

the tank that day. History tells us that this man survived completely unharmed. 

 

 

The Song that Never Ends – ‘Lamb Chops’ childrens TV program  

Original Timeline – Anyone who ever watched the ‘Lamb Chops’ puppet show is highly 

familiar with ‘The Song that Never Ends’.  

The lyrics always began as; 

‘This is the Song that never ends…,’ 

Current Timeline – The beginning lyrics of this song have always been; 

‘This is the song that doesn’t end…’ 

Note: The modern day version of this song sounds ridiculous. 

Reside – The image below captures the title of a ‘Lamb Chops’ YouTube video. The title 

clearly states ‘The Song that Never Ends’, though the accompanying video plays a soundtrack 

which sings ‘This is the Song that doesn’t End’. Why do the lyrics of the song differ from the 

title of the video? 
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Tinkerbell to Tinker Bell  

Original Timeline - Wasn’t ‘Tinkerbell’ always one word? 

Current Timeline - Since the release of the Disney animated film ‘Peter Pan’ in 1953, 

Tinker Bell’s name has always been two separate words, ‘Tinker’ and ‘Bell’. 

 

Tinker Bell’s actions at the beginning of Disney Films and the television program called – 

‘The Wonderful World of Disney’ -  

Original Timeline - For decades, right at the very beginning of many Disney films, to 

include the extremely popular TV show ‘The Wonderful World of Disney’, each program began 

with Tinker Bell drawing a half-circle over the Disney Castle while using her sparkling wand.  

Current Timeline - Too weird to even seem possible, Tinker Bell does not draw a 

sparkling half-circle over the Disney Castle at the beginning of any Disney program; ever.  

 

Tiny Toons Adventures to Tiny Toon Adventures  

Original Timeline - Most people knew this spin-off from ‘LOONEY TUNES’ as ‘TINY 

TOONS’; pleural.  

Current Timeline - It’s always been ‘TINY TOON’; singular. 

 

 

Tom n’ Jerry – eye color  

Original Timeline - Almost anyone old enough remembers the famous ‘TOM and 

JERRY’ cartoons. Most people remember ‘TOM’ the cat having white eyes, similar to his little 

rival ‘JERRY’ the mouse.  

Current Timeline - In almost all of these old ‘TOM and JERRY’ cartoons, Tom now has 

bright yellow eyes. The eyes of JERRY the mouse remain white. 
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Torpedo Alley aka Torpedo Junction  

Original Timeline - No history.  

Current Timeline - In the first few months after the U.S. officially enters WWII, 

following the attack on Pearl Harbor Hawaii in December of 1941, a handful of German U-boats 

sinks roughly 500 civilian ships off the coast of North Carolina. These U-boat attacks resulted in 

approximately 5,000 deaths of innocent civilians.  

This particular area of the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of North Carolina is now referred 

to as being ‘The Graveyard of the Atlantic’. Underwater film captured by scuba-divers displays 

large numbers of sunken ships covering the ocean floor. 

 

Thinker Statue – significant change in body posture 

Original Timeline – Almost everyone knows ‘The Thinker’ statue, with the big naked 

muscular guy sitting with a fist cocked to his forehead.  

What most people don’t know; is that there are over 20 different ‘The Thinker’ statues at 

numerous museums throughout the world, having different sizes, colors and patinas. 

Current Timeline - The naked man in this famous statue has never had his fist cocked to 

his forehead, but rather an open hand situated underneath his chin.  

To make matters even stranger; rather than having the right elbow braced upon the right 

knee, the right elbow is braced awkwardly across to the left knee. 
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Residue – There is an image just below which displays a couple dozen children having 

their picture taken while deliberately striking the same pose as ‘The Thinker’ statue, situated just 

behind them. Oddly enough, every child in this picture has their fists cocked to their foreheads’, 

while the statue behind them has an open palm under the chin. 

 

 

Timmy in the well  

Original Timeline - In the original ‘Lassie’ TV show which began in 1954 and ran for 

19 seasons, one of the most famous and most parodied episodes is when the young character 

‘Timmy’ gets stuck inside of a well.  

Current Timeline – Despite however famous this famous episode was, this episode has 

never aired. In any Lassie episode, Timmy never gets stuck inside of a well. 

Residue – Extremely strange when considering there never was a Lassie episode 

depicting ‘Timmy’ getting stuck inside of a well, the actor who portrayed the character ‘Timmy’, 

Jon Provost, authored an autobiography titled ‘Timmy’s in the Well’. 
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Video - Mandela Effect~Big Balls Sue Fanelli Meets Timmy Who Has Never Been In The Well 

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vQtmluYGIE 

Video - The Funniest Mandela Effect...Timmy's In The Well! The Iconic Lassie Episode That 

Never Existed - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ZhQ77qKkj8 

 

Tumeric to Turmeric  

Original Timeline - This pepper-like kitchen spice was ‘tumeric’. 

Current Timeline - This spice has always been ‘turmeric’, with an ‘r’. 

 

Mirror-Mirror – ‘Mirror’ to ‘Magic’ 

Original Timeline – almost anyone is highly familiar with the famous 1937 Disney animated 

film ‘Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs’.  

The most iconic and most memorable scene from this entire film is when the Wicked 

Queen summons her slave inside the enchanted mirror and says;  

“Mirror-mirror on the wall.., who is the fairest one of all?” 

Current Timeline - The Wicked Queen has always said; 

“Magic-mirror on the wall.., who is the fairest one of all?” 

Believe it or not, the Wicked Queen never says ‘Mirror-Mirror’ anywhere throughout this 

entire Disney film. 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vQtmluYGIE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ZhQ77qKkj8
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Mobile Phones 

Original Timeline - Many people remember the first mobile phones being big heavy 

items which first became available for public use around the early 1990’s. 

Current Timeline - According to early Hollywood infomercials, most of which were 

displayed at the beginning of contemporary feature films, mobile phones first became available 

for public use around the mid-1940’s. 

 

Mister Rogers Neighborhood – ‘the’ to ‘this’ 

Original Timeline - The classic song which Fred Rogers sings during the intro to 

‘Mister Rogers Neighborhood’ as he comes thru the door and changes into his sneakers and 

sweater, ‘It’s a Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood’, is likely one of the most well-known songs 

throughout America, as millions of people heard this song countless times for roughly 33 years, 

from 1968 to 2001. 

Current Timeline - Almost shocking to realize, Fred Rogers always sings ‘It’s a 

Beautiful Day in THIS Neighborhood’, in every single episode of ‘Mister Roger’s 

Neighborhood’. 

 
https://www.misterrogers.org/ 

 

Monopoly Guy Mr. Moneybags - monocle to no monocle  

Original Timeline - The Mr. Moneybags character is associated with the Parker Bros. 

board game called ‘Monopoly’ (now made by Hasbro). Many people played this game and many 

people remember Mr. Moneybags always having a monocle. 

Current Timeline - Mr. Moneybags has never had a monocle. 

 

https://www.misterrogers.org/
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Moses with Horns  

Original Timeline - Michelangelo’s statue of Moses did not have any horns on top of the 

head. 

Current Timeline - Michelangelo’s Moses statue now has horns. 

 

 

Moses - ‘tablets’ of stone to ‘tables’ of stone 

Original Timeline - In ‘Exodus 34:1’ within the KJV Bible, Moses came down from 

Mount Sinai bearing ‘tablets’ of stone engraved by God with the Ten Commandments. 

Current Timeline - Now within ‘Exodus 34:1’ in the KJV, Moses comes down from 

Mount Sinai bearing stone ‘tables’ engraved with the Ten Commandments. 

Presently this change exists only within the KJV Bible. 

Does it make any sense for anyone to be carrying ‘tables’ of stone? 

 

‘My people perish’ – the term ‘perish’ changed to ‘destroyed’ 

Original Timeline - Within the KJV version of the Bible, ‘Hosea 4:6’ stated;  

“My people will perish for lack of knowledge…”  

Current Timeline - In the KJV, ‘Hosea 4:6’ now states; 

“My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge…”  
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‘My Pet Goat’ to ‘The Pet Goat’  

Original Timeline - On the morning of 9/11, President George W. Bush was sitting 

inside of a school room with some elementary students while reading ‘My Pet Goat’. 

Current Timeline - The book that President Bush was reading that morning has always 

been ‘The Pet Goat’. 

 

Nirvana Unplugged - candle colors  

Original Timeline - Kurt Cobain’s group ‘Nirvana’ performed on MTV ‘Unplugged’ in 

1993. This was a very popular performance by Nirvana and most people distinctly remember the 

band having large numbers of white candles spread across the stage.  

Current Timeline - These candles have always been black. 

 

North Pole - where is it now?  

Original Timeline - On many maps and many globes there was an Arctic ‘Polar Ice 

Cap’, typically represented in white. We learned this is where the North Pole was situated, at the 

northernmost geographical location on Earth.  

Current Timeline - This Arctic ‘Polar Ice Cap’ no longer exists on many maps or 

globes. As of this very day on December 7
th

 2022, Google Earth displays no Polar Ice Cap. 

Residue? - Santa lived at the North-Pole with his elves, reindeer and workshop. Where is 

Santa’s base of operations now?  

Superman’s ‘Fortress of Solitude’ was located on the Arctic Polar Ice Cap.  

According to our modern day maps and globes, the Arctic Polar Ice Cap has never 

existed.   

 

OBJECTS IN MIRROR……..  

Original Timeline - Most people remember the faint printing on the outside rearview 

mirrors of their automobiles stating; 

‘OBJECTS IN MIRROR MAY BE CLOSER THAN THEY APPEAR.’ 

Current Timeline - This printing on these car mirrors has always said; 
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‘OBJECTS IN MIRROR ARE CLOSER THAN THEY APPEAR.’ 

 

Oscar ‘Meyer’ Wieners to Oscar ‘Mayer’ Wieners -  

Original Timeline – The famous meat company that made bologna and wieners was 

Oscar ‘Meyer’.  

There was a famous commercial in the 1970’s which had a cute little boy singing the ‘I 

wish I was an Oscar Meyer Wiener’ song, going so far as to carefully enunciate the spelling ‘O-

s-c-a-r’ and ‘M-e-y-e-r’. Many knew this song by heart and would sing-along during this 

commercial. 

Current Timeline – This meat company has always been Oscar ‘Mayer’. 

 

 

Panama Canal - direction of  

Original Timeline – The Panama Canal always ran east to west. 

Current Timeline – The Panama Canal now runs almost north to south. 

 

 

Patsy Cline  

Original Timeline - Patsy Cline was a famous female Country singer who performed 

most of her hit songs in the late 1950’s and early 1960’s. Amongst the most famous of all Patsy 

Cline songs were ‘Crazy’ and ‘Walking After Midnight’. Patsy was tragically killed in a plane 

crash in 1963 at the very peak of her popularity. 
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Amongst avid Patsy Cline fans, another favorite song was ‘Blue’; the lyrics of which 

went; 

 ‘Blueeeee-ooo-ooo-oooooohh – oh so lonesome for you’  

Patsy sang these lyrics with a strong hillbilly lilt and the sound of her honey-smooth 

voice sounded so good. 

Current Timeline - The song ‘Blue’ was never sung by Patsy Cline.  

The song ‘Blue’ was Leann Rimes breakthrough hit in 1994 and has only been released 

commercially by Leann Rimes. 

The song ‘Blue’ was originally written for Patsy Cline, but unfortunately Patsy was killed 

before having the chance to record this song.  

Thirty years later the song was given to Leann Rimes. Leann recorded this song for the 

first time in 1994. 

Any rendition of ‘Blue’ that anyone ever listens to, is not sung by Patsy Cline. This 

particular Mandela Effect is fully game changing for many people. 

 

Pete ‘Townsend’ to Pete ‘Townshend’  

Original Timeline - The lead guitarist from the mega-popular rock band ‘The Who’ was 

named ‘Pete Townsend’. 

Current Timeline - His name has always been ‘Pete Townshend’, with an ‘h’. 

 

 

Pillsbury Dough Boy  

Original Timeline - Most people remember the Pillsbury Dough boy having a blue scarf. 

Current Timeline - The Pillsbury Dough boy’s scarf has always been white. 
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‘Planets’ now in Bible  

Original Timeline - Significant numbers of people were flat-smacked between 2015 and 

2017 when they came to realize that the Earth is not a spinning ball flying through space.  

During this particular era there were numbers of heated debates between flat-earthers and 

globe-heads.  

As part of these debates flat-earthers would sometimes mention that the term ‘planets’ is 

not mentioned anywhere within the bible; in their attempt to bolster their argument that perhaps 

luminaries in the night sky that we commonly call ‘planets’, are not what we’ve always been told 

by NASA.  

Current Timeline - ‘Planets’ is now mentioned in a few different places throughout the 

most popular versions of the Bible. 

In the KJV Bible ‘planets’ are mentioned in; 2 Kings 23:5. 

 

‘Proctor’ and Gamble to ‘Procter’ and Gamble  

Original Timeline - Proctor and Gamble is a huge producer of various types of personal 

care products since 1837. 

Current Timeline - This Company has always been ‘Procter’ and Gamble, with an ‘e’ in 

‘Procter’. 

 

 

Pyramids - Proximity to Cairo  

Original Timeline - A significant percentage of the population clearly remember the 3 

Great Pyramids being fully surrounded by stark, desert-like terrain.  

Current Timeline - Practically speaking, the huge city of Cairo is situated directly next 

to the 3 Great Pyramids. 
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Peace Sign Inverted  

Original Timeline – The peace sign is roughly the ‘V’ sign and frequently symbolized 

by holding two fingers up in the shape of a ‘V’. 

 

Current Timeline - Why is the actual peace sign itself inverted upside down now? 

     

 

Pentagon on 911  

Original Timeline – On the day of 9-11, other than the passengers that were reportedly 

killed when their plane crashed into the Pentagon, most remember few if any deaths being 

reported for any of the people that were situated inside of the Pentagon itself at the precise time 

when the airliner crashed into it’s side. 

. There had been recent construction upgrades to the specific area of the Pentagon which 

was directly struck by the plane. 

Current Timeline – According to ‘official’ modern day reports, there were 125 deaths 

attributed to people working inside the Pentagon that day. 

 

Queen – song - ‘We are the Champions’  

Original Timeline - The Queen song - ‘We are the Champions’, originally released in 

1977, is commonly played at various types of sporting events. Many people are highly familiar 

with this song. While singing along, almost everyone remembers the very last lyrics being ‘…of 

the wooorrrlldd…’ 

Current Timeline - The very last lyrics of this song have always been ‘We are the 

Champions…’ 
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Rainbow Mountains of China  

Original Timeline – No history.  

Current Timeline – Almost beyond any rational belief, China now has a massive 

mountain range which consists almost entirely of rainbow colored mountains.  

 

 

 

Robert ‘DeNiro’ to Robert ‘De-Niro’   

Original Timeline - Since his appearance in the 1974 film ‘The Godfather part II’, 

Robert DeNiro was a top Hollywood actor who starred in some of the most popular films for 20 

years; to include ‘Raging Bull’, ‘Goodfellas’ and ‘The Deer Hunter’.    

Current Timeline - This actor’s name has always been ‘Robert De Niro’, with ‘De’ and 

‘Niro’ being clearly separated. 

 

 

Rodney King Quote - “Can’t we all just get along?”  

Original Timeline - After the cops who severely beat motorist Rodney King were 

acquitted of all major assault charges, parts of LA erupted into mass riots, resulting in numerous 

fires and hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of property damage.  

Probably one of the most well-known quips of any non-celebrity person is when Rodney 

King says “Can’t we all just get along?” during a televised speech which took place as the riots 

continued. This televised speech was a ploy being used by the Los Angeles Police Department, 

hoping that King’s public plea for peace might quell the ongoing chaos. 
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Current Timeline - Rodney King has always said, “Can we all - get along?” in a 

manner which is much different than he originally said it. 

 

Roman Numeral IV on clocks  

Original Timeline - According to the long-term consensual rules applied to Roman 

Numerals, any number is never repeated in direct succession more than 3 times. This would be 

the precise reason why the number 4 is written in Roman Numerals as ‘IV’ rather than ‘IIII”. 

Current Timeline – Roughly 85% of any clocks which use Roman Numerals now have 

‘IIII’s at their 4 o’clock positions’, rather than ‘IV’s. 

 

 

R2D2 - brown wires  

Original Timeline – In the original trilogy of STAR WARS films released from 1977 to 

1983, the famous little robot droid R2D2 does not have any large unsightly brown wires near his 

feet. 

Current Timeline – R2D2 now has these weird thick brownish wires, sticking out from 

near the top of two of his feet.  
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Sagittarius Arm  

Original Timeline - Many remember the Earth being located within the ‘Sagittarius 

Arm’ of the Milky Way Galaxy. 

Current Timeline - Now the Earth is located on ‘Orion’s spur’. 

 

‘Scary Movie’  

Original Timeline – Many people remember the iconic scene from the original ‘Scary 

Movie’ when Keenan Ivory Williams says “I see white people!” This was the most hilarious line 

throughout the entire movie. 

This hilarious line was an obvious play on the mega-popular film ‘The Sixth Sense’, when 

Joel Haley Osment’s character says “I see dead people!”  

Current Timeline - Keenan Ivory Williams now says “I see dead people”. 

Residue? - Keenan Ivory Williams saying “I see dead people!” is not funny at all. 

 
“I see white people!” to “I see dead people!” 

 

Scooby Doo - Shaggy’s Adam’s Apple  

Original Timeline - In the famous animated show ‘Scooby Doo - Where Are You?’ 

which originally ran for 3 seasons from 1969-1971, the character ‘Shaggy’ had quite the 

prominent Adam’s apple. Shaggy commonly gulped this Adam’s apple up and down just before 

saying “Gosh-Scoob!” 

Current Timeline - Shaggy has never has an Adam’s apple. 

Residue? – When watching the original ‘Scooby-Doo’ cartoons, the absence of Shaggy’s 

Adam’s apple makes Shaggy’s neck appear very awkward and excessively long.   
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Sex ‘In’ the City to Sex ‘And’ the City  

Original Timeline - Wasn’t this popular TV show with Sarah Jessica Parker called ‘Sex 

In the City’? 

Current Timeline - It’s always been officially known as ‘Sex And the City’. 

 

 

Sister Rosetta Tharpe  

Original Timeline - For anyone highly familiar with the American origins of rock-n-roll, 

most will probably tell you that the person who was the most responsible for making the electric 

guitar so popular was ‘Chuck Berry’ during the 1950’s. 

Current Timeline - The person who made the electric guitar so popular in early era 

rock-n-roll music was a woman by the name of ‘Sister Rosetta Tharpe’. Not only was Sister 

Tharpe a much better guitar player when compared to Chuck Berry, but she preceded him by at 

least two decades.  

Anyone watching any old film of Sister Rosetta Tharpe playing her electric guitar will 

instantly recognize her truly awesome talent and overabundance of pure star quality. Why is it 

that almost no one knows anything about Sister Rosetta Tharpe? 

 

 

‘Sketchers’ Shoes to ‘Skechers’ Shoes  

Original Timeline - Most people remember this shoe company being ‘Sketchers’; 

having a distinct ‘t’ in the name. 

Current Timeline - It has always been ‘Skechers’ Shoes, without any ‘t’. 
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The Smithsonian ‘Institute’ to the Smithsonian ‘Institution’  

Original Timeline - Most people recall this famous museum as the Smithsonian 

‘Institute’. 

Current Timeline - It has always been formally known as the Smithsonian ‘Institution’. 

 

‘Smokey the Bear’ to ‘Smokey Bear’  

Original Timeline - Most everyone knew the fire cautioning cartoon bear as ‘Smokey the 

Bear’. 

Current Timeline - This safety-minded animated bear has always been just plain-ole’ 

‘Smokey Bear’. 

 

‘Solomon’ Brothers Building to ‘Salomon’ Brothers Building  

Original Timeline - On 9/11 2001, in addition to the Twin Towers going down, there 

was a 700 foot-tall massive skyscraper that also fell completely flat that day, though it was only 

lightly damaged prior to falling almost perfectly within it’s own footprint at near freefall speed. 

This building would be Building 7, also known as the ‘Solomon Brothers’ building. 

Current Timeline - Building 7 has always been the ‘Salomon Brothers’ building. 

 

Star Wars – “Luke.., I am your father.”  

Original Timeline - The most memorable scene during the second STAR WARS film 

‘The Empire Strikes Back’, released in 1980, is when Darth Vader tells Luke Skywalker that he’s 

his biological father. Many people clearly remember Darth Vader saying “Luke.., I am your 

father.”  

Current Timeline – Darth Vader has always said “No.., I am your father.”  

 

Steven ‘Segal’ to Steven ‘Seagal’  

Original Timeline – This tall actor that specialized in martial-arts films was extremely 

well-known as ‘Steven Segal’. 
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Current Timeline – According to our modern day history, this actor has always been 

Steven ‘Seagal’.  

 

‘Stouffer’s Stove Top Stuffing’ to ‘Kraft Stove Top Stuffing’    

Original Timeline - The holidays weren’t the holidays without some ‘Stouffer’s ‘Stove 

Top’ stuffing. Most everyone remembers the popular ‘Stouffer’s Stove Top’ stuffing 

commercials.   

Current Timeline – There’s never been a product known as ‘Stouffer’s ‘Stove Top’ 

stuffing. It’s always been ‘Kraft Stove Top’ stuffing. 

‘Stove Top’ stuffing was introduced to the market in 1972 by General Foods, which 

would later begin marketing their ‘Stove Top’ brand stuffing through their subsidiary Kraft 

Foods.  

Stouffer’s is owned by Nestle Foods. Neither Stouffer’s nor Nestle Foods has ever 

produced or marketed a stuffing brand having the name of ‘Stove Top’. 

Residue - The image immediately below was captured from the internet on December 7
th

 

2022. The image displays ‘Stove Top’ stuffing being directly associated with ‘Stouffer’s Stuffing’ 

marketed through ‘Target’ stores. For some inexplicable reason, the inventory system setup thru 

‘Target’ stores incorrectly identifies this stuffing as being a Stouffer’s product. 

Target still thinks that Stouffer’s makes ‘Stove Top’ stuffing, though Stouffer’s has never 

made ‘Stove Top’ stuffing.   

 

 

‘The Twelve Days of Christmas’  

Original Timeline - Written in 1780, the famous Christmas song ‘The Twelve Days of 

Christmas’ has been sung by countless people during the winter holidays for over 200 years. 

The lyrics between each gift was always;  

‘My true love gave to me’.  
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Current Timeline - The lyrics between each gift have always been;  

‘My true love sent to me’.  

Residue – Does this sound even remotely familiar to anyone? 

 

 

Terminator 2: ‘Judgement’ Day to ‘Judgment’ Day  

Original Timeline - The title to this film was always ‘Terminator 2: Judgement Day’. 

Current Timeline - The title to this film has always been ‘Terminator 2: Judgment 

Day’. 

 

 

TV Remote 1955 

Original Timeline - Those old enough remember TV remotes first being used around the 

mid-1970’s.  

Current Timeline - The first TV remote control was introduced by Zenith in 1956. It 

was marketed as the new ‘Space Command’ television. 

 

South America - geographical location  

Original Timeline - The South American continent was located roughly due-south of 

North America. 

When comparing the west-coast of North America to the west-coast of South America on 

a world map, the west-coast of South America appeared several hundred miles further eastward. 
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Current Timeline - South America has substantially shifted far eastward, to the point 

where the west-coast of South America is almost aligned north-to-south with the east-coast of 

North America. 

 

 

Statue of Liberty -  

 

Original Timeline - No one knew anything about the Statue of Liberty ever having any 

chains around her ankles. 

Current Timeline - The 151 foot statue of a massive crowned female holding a torch 

above her head now has massive chain-links around both of her ankles. 
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Another issue related to the Statue of Liberty which almost no one seems to know 

anything about, is that she stands on top of a massive star-shaped pedestal; formally known as a 

‘star fort’. 

Original Timeline - Nobody remembers the Statue of Liberty standing on a massive star 

fort. 

Current Timeline - The Statue of Liberty stands atop two different massive platforms. 

The first platform directly beneath her feet is 154 feet tall. The base platform is a 90 foot tall 

irregular shaped 11 point star-shaped structure. This star-shaped structure is roughly 300 feet 

across in diameter.  

 

‘Two or more…’ to ‘Two or three…’ – Matthew 18:20 

Original Timeline - Almost anyone highly familiar with Matthew 18:20 from the most 

popular versions of the Holy Bible knew this passage to read; 

“For where two or more are gathered together in my name, 

there am I in the midst of them.” 

Current Timeline - Matthew 18:20 from the KJV Bible presently reads;  

“For where two or three are gathered together in my name, 

there am I in the midst of them". 

 

Regardless of however old anyone’s personal KJV Bible may be, Matthew 18:20 now 

states ‘two or three’ which completely alters the original context of this verse. It might be 

worthwhile to mention that this change within Matthew 18:20 occurred almost immediately prior 

to new covid restrictions being implemented, attempting to restrict the inalienable Rights of free 

people.   

 

 

Uncle Sam  

Original Timeline – In the original ‘Uncle Sam’ pro-war propaganda poster from the 

early 1940’s, Uncle Sam had prominent red stripes on the top of his hat. 
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Current Timeline – As of February 2023, on the original ‘Uncle Sam’ poster, his hat has 

no red stripes. 

     

 

Residue - Just above is an informational poster distributed by the various U.S. militaries 

during WWII, encouraging military members to be very careful with any sensitive information. 

Uncle Sam has the prominent red stripes on his hat. 

 

Union Jack Flag  

Original Timeline - Many people remember the red diagonal stripes on the Union Jack 

being very symmetrical.  

Current Timeline - The red diagonal stripes on the Union Jack are distinctly 

asymmetrical.  
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U.S. Dollar Symbol - How many vertical slashes?  

Original Timeline - Any student taught to properly write U.S. currency symbols in 

elementary school was always taught to make two vertical slashes across a capital ‘S’ for 

‘dollars’, and a single vertical slash across a lowercase ‘c’ for ‘cents’. 

Current Timeline - Why is there only one vertical slash across the dollar sign now? 

 

Note: The dollar sign with two slashes is still used internationally, but in the U.S. it’s 

always been only one slash. 

 

VW emblem – no gap to gap 

Original Timeline – The capitals ‘V’ and ‘W’ are smartly blended together on the VW 

emblem, having no noticeable gap between the two. 

Current Timeline – The VW emblem has always had a noticeable gap between the 

upper V and lower W. 

The image below at left is how most people remember the famous VW emblem.  

 

According to an official Volkswagen website, the emblem above at right was their 

company logo in 1960. 

As of 2024, all VW emblems, even VW emblems on Volkswagens  

40 years old, have distinct gaps between the V and W. 
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‘Werner’ Von Braun’ to ‘Wernher’ Von Braun  

Original Timeline - Rather than being sent to prison for his criminal associations, the 

former high ranking Nazi Werner Von Braun functioned as Hitler’s primary rocket engineer 

during WWII. 

After the war Werner was brought over to the United States and then became a big chief 

at NASA. During the Apollo Lunar Missions, Werner Von Braun was frequently credited as 

being the person most responsible for successfully landing a man on the moon. 

Current Timeline - All the people who knew that Mr. Von Braun’s first name was 

‘Werner’ are incorrect, as it has always been ‘Wernher’ with an ‘h’. As of December 2022 his 

last name has now transitioned from ‘Von Braun’ to ‘von Braun’.  

 

 

Wineskins to Wine Bottles  

Original Timeline - Most people do not remember ‘wine bottles’ or ‘bottles of wine’ 

ever being mentioned in the Bible. People do remember the term ‘wineskin’ being used several 

times.   

Current Timeline - As of this writing in December of 2022, the term ‘wineskin’ or 

‘wine skin’ is not mentioned anywhere throughout the KJV Bible. The term ‘wine bottle(s)’ or 

‘bottle(s) of wine’ is mentioned in several different passages.  

 

Wizard of Oz - misc. -  

Original Timeline - The Good Witch says to Dorothy ‘Click your heels three times…’. 

Current Timeline - The Good Witch says to Dorothy ‘Tap your heels three times…’. 

Original Timeline - The Scarecrow does not carry a handgun. 

Current Timeline - The Scarecrow is brandishing a handgun. 

Original Timeline - When the Wicked Witch prompts her flying monkeys to urgently 

find Dorothy, she tells them to “Fly my pretties.., fly!” 
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Current Timeline - Now within the original ‘Wizard of Oz’, the Wicked Witch orders 

her monkeys to “Fly.., fly.., fly!” 

Original Timeline - The ‘Great Oz’ tells Dorothy and the gang, “Pay no attention to the 

man behind the curtain”. 

Current Timeline - Now the ‘Great Oz’ tells Dorothy and her gang, “Pay no attention to 

that man behind the curtain”. 

 

Yield Signs - what color?  

Original Timeline - Yield signs were always yellow and black. 

Current Timeline - Since the early 1970’s yield signs have always been red and white. 

 

 
We sincerely hope you thoroughly enjoyed these 

supernatural retroactive reality shifts. 
 
 

 
 


